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Abstract 

This thesis investigates the morphosyntactic mechanism behind the realization of the 

honorification of direct and indirect objects on verbs in Korean. Unlike subject honorifics, 

object-honorific verbs do not have a designated inflectional affix for honorification, and the 

honorific objects are not in a position that c-commands the verb. I propose a syntactic 

agreement operation on the phase-defining Voice head that establishes the configuration for 

object honorification in transitive verbs as well as the unaccusative verbs for ‘be’ and ‘die’. I 

apply this proposal to all three types of verb constructions that can express object honorifics: 

simple (non-serial) verbs, ‘see’-compounds, and ‘give’-compounds. I also propose 

contextual conditions for the insertion of object-honorific verbs different from those of 

subject-honorific verbs. Finally, I briefly explore alternative ways to interpret object 

honorification compositionally. 
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1. Introduction

1.1 Background on Korean honorifics 

Korean has what Brown (2015:303) describes as “one of the most developed systems 

of honorifics” in the world. Honorifics has been integrated into the grammar to the extent that 

it is impossible to utter a well-formed sentence in a conversational context without adopting a 

particular ‘speech style’ or ‘register’ delimited by the presence or absence of various kinds of 

honorifics-related markers. Any well-formed sentence encodes some information on some 

social relation, whether it is between (i) the speaker and the addressee, (ii) the speaker and a 

human argument within the sentence, or (iii) two human arguments in the sentence. Thus, all 

interpersonal communication in Korean requires each participant to make a number of 

linguistic choices related to honorifics, the appropriateness of which are determined by both 

prescriptive social norms and grammatical well-formedness judgments. In addition to the 

simple hierarchical order between individuals based on their social positions, other social 

aspects such as politeness, distance, formality, and familiarity can be communicated through 

honorifics; finally, the use of a particular honorific marker need not necessarily reflect a 

social relation already in the conversational common ground; it may sometimes serve as a 

performative expression that establishes a novel social relation and updates the common 

ground, provided that it does not challenge the socially prescribed appropriateness conditions 

in a way that the interlocutor is not willing to accept. 

The socio-pragmatic properties of Korean honorifics are not limited to the those 

listed above and constitute another interesting domain of inquiry. But insofar as it is a 

grammatical phenomenon, what and how much can be said about Korean honorifics as a 

whole? Every linguistic item in Korean that expresses honorification shares the property that 

it is always relative. It is necessarily directed from an individual to another. Every honorific 
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marker thus has a unique pair of what I will call the Honorifics-Source (HS) and the 

Honorifics-Goal (HG). But the generalization stops there. Honorific markers display many 

differences in their grammatical functions, in their forms of morphosyntactic realization, and 

in the HS-HG pairs with which they are associated. To begin with, honorific expressions are 

broadly divided into two types that display differences in syntactic distribution, 

embeddability, cumulativity within a sentence, and the kinds of HS-HG pairs they can 

involve. In the terms of Portner et al. (2019), there are ‘content-oriented’ honorific markers 

and ‘utterance-oriented’ ones. McCready (2014, 2019) alternatively uses ‘argument 

honorifics’ and ‘utterance honorifics’ to refer to these types. The former kind, which encodes 

honorification towards an argument (overt or covert,) ranges from lexical nouns, verbs, 

adjectives to case suffixes, which, taken as a whole, defy generalizations based on a single 

structural operation or configuration. The latter kind, which encodes honorification from the 

speaker towards the addressee, is limited to sentence-final particles that encode both sentence 

mood and honorification of the addressee (the first-person honorific pronouns ce (singular) 

and cehuy (plural) are the exceptions to this division, in that they appear as arguments but 

also express addressee honorifics.)1 

Linguists have held different perspectives on whether honorifics should be treated as 

syntactic agreement. Some have had reservations about the agreement-based approach to 

honorifics. For example, Brown (2011) emphasizes that the production of honorifics is 

closely related to the speaker’s knowledge about the prescriptive norms of the Korean 

society, and argues that the way a proficient speaker of Korean uses honorifics does not 

1 Utterance-oriented honorifics has also been studied in the cross-linguistic phenomenon of allocutive 
agreement, which has been attested in languages such as Basque, Japanese, and Magahi (Alok 2020, 
Antonov 2015, Miyagawa 2012, a.o.) 
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reflect her/his linguistic competence. Kim and Sells (2007) focus on examples in which the 

realization of an honorific marker appears to be optional and suggest that honorifics is best 

treated as a type of expressives that depend on pragmatic rather than grammatical factors. By 

contrast, many recent syntactic studies on honorifics do treat it as a kind of agreement. 

Miyagawa (2012), for example, holds that syntactic agreement is not limited to the well-

studied φ-features of person, gender and number, and views honorifics as a different instance 

of agreement. Even if honorifics does not involve some version of the syntactic operation 

Agree adopted by Minimalist approaches, it is usually at least assumed that an abstract 

honorific feature such as [+HON] is present somewhere in the syntax (either in the nominals 

interpreted as ‘honored’ or as a separate ‘honorific’ projection) (Chung 2009, Choi 2010, 

Kishimoto 2012, Yamada 2019, Choi and Harley 2019, a.o.)  

Given the empirical breadth of Korean honorifics as well as the theoretical 

challenges that follow, this thesis only focuses on one instance of argument honorifics that 

has received relatively little attention: object honorification on verbs. In particular, I explore 

the morphosyntactic mechanism responsible for the realization of object-honorific verbs in an 

agreement-based account. Adopting tools from both Minimalist syntax and Distributed 

Morphology (DM), I propose a hybrid approach towards object-honorific verbs that consists 

of both a syntactic and a post-syntactic component. In the remainder of this introduction, I 

will give an illustration of the empirical phenomena and a brief overview of the subsequent 

sections.2 

2 This thesis is limited to contemporary Seoul Korean only, and thus my claims do not extend to other 
Korean varieties. For example, the endangered variety spoken in Jeju Island, now recognized as a 
different Koreanic language, has addressee (allocutive) honorifics but lacks argument honorifics 
(Yang et al. 2020). 
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1.2 Overview of data and proposal 

Argument honorifics can be classified into two types based on which argument 

receives honorification: subject honorifics and object honorifics. Given that most studies of 

argument honorifics have only focused on subject honorifics, the goal of this thesis is to offer 

an account of object honorifics that can complement previous insights and contribute to a 

broader understanding of argument honorifics as a whole. I will use the term ‘subject 

honorifics’ to mean when HS is the speaker of the context (either the utterance context or the 

context of reported speech,) abbreviated as Sp, and when HG is the subject argument (S), 

which is typically followed by the honorific nominative suffix (-kkeyse when it is honorific.)3 

I use ‘object honorifics’ for when HS is S and HG is either the indirect object (IO), which 

usually bears the honorific dative suffix -kkey, or the direct object (DO), which usually bears 

the accusative suffix -ul. 4 5  

As mentioned, each argument-honorific verb, just like any other honorific marker, is 

associated with a unique HS-HG pair of individuals. I have listed four categories of 

individuals relevant for the morphosyntax of argument honorifics: Sp (encompassing both the 

3 The non-honorific forms of the nominative suffix are -ka and -i, which are phonologically-
conditioned allomorphs. I adopt the Yale Romanization system throughout this thesis. 

4 The non-honorific form of the dative suffix is typically considered -eykey. However, the suffix 
-hanthey can be reasonably considered ‘dative’ as well, since it also attaches to the argument
interpreted as the goal or the recipient of an object or an action. For now, I only note that many
everyday speakers as well as descriptive grammarians (e.g. Lee 2006:217 and the National Institute of
Korean Language’s Standard Korean Language Dictionary) do share the assumption that -eykey and
-kkey are alternating forms of the same suffix that are minimally different in honorification, and that
-hanthey is generally considered somewhat less formal than -eykey, not to mention -kkey.

5 The accusative suffix has -ul and -lul as phonologically-conditioned allomorphs, but it does not have 
forms that alternate between honorific and non-honorific. The morphosyntax of honorific case 
suffixes is itself a puzzling topic that requires analysis, but I primarily focus on verb honorifics in this 
thesis, with the exception of Section , where I discuss the apparent optionality of honorific case 
suffixes. 
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speaker of the utterance context and the speaker of the reported context), S, IO, and DO. 

Before providing further justification for treating subject-honorific and object-honorific verbs 

separately, I will show which of these categories can be which member of the HS-HG pair, 

and then how those possibilities are further differentiated between subject-honorific and 

object-honorific verbs. Table (1) below lists all combinations among Sp, S, IO, and DO and 

their possibility as a HS-HG pair: 

 

(1) Possible and impossible HS-HG pairs on honorific verbs

HG 

HS 

Sp S IO DO 

Sp Impossible Possible Possible iff  
⟦Sp⟧ = ⟦S⟧ 6 

Possible iff 
⟦Sp⟧ = ⟦S⟧ 

S Possible iff 
⟦Sp⟧= ⟦IO/DO⟧ 7 

Impossible Possible Possible 

IO Impossible Impossible Impossible Impossible 

DO Impossible Impossible Impossible Impossible 

 These are the only configurations of HS-HG pairs for honorific verbs; for example, there is 

no honorific verb for which HS = IO and HG = DO.  

Unlike subject honorification on verbs, which can be realized through the insertion of 

the morpheme -si as well as suppletion, object honorification on verbs is only realized 

through suppletion: there is no special object-honorific morpheme. Example (2) gives a list of 

6 Unlike the situation described in Footnote 5 below, situations where HS = Sp = S are very frequent: 
it is simply when the subject is first-person.  

7 This kind of phenomenon is very rare. The subject argument cannot express honorification towards 
the speaker qua speaker (i.e. as a first-person pronoun), but only when a third-person object is 
pragmatically interpreted as referring to the speaker: 

(i) Inho-nun   halmeni-to chaca-poy-ess-e
Inho-TOP grandmother-ADD find-see.H-PST-DECL
‘Inho visited grandmother, too’ (Sp = grandmother)
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subject-honorific and object-honorific verbs that undergo suppletion: 

(2) Verbs with honorific suppletion

a. Subject-honorific verbs (HS = Sp; HG = S)
mek- ‘eat  ~   tu-si- ‘eat.H’8 9

iss- ‘be’    ~   kyey-si- ‘be.H’
ca- ‘sleep’   ~    cwumwu-si- ‘sleep.H’
cwuk- ‘die’   ~   tola-ka-si ‘die.H’ (lit. ‘turn-go-H’)

b. Object-honorific verbs (HS = S; HG = DO)
teyli- ‘bring’  ~   mosi- ‘bring.H’
po- ‘see’   ~   poy- ‘see.H’

c. Object-honorific verbs (HS = S; HG = IO)
cwu- ‘give’   ~   tuli- ‘give.H’
mut- ‘ask’    ~   yeccwu- ‘ask.H’

All non-suppletive subject-honorific verbs can express honorification of the subject by the 

insertion of -si alone. Another key difference between subject honorifics and object 

honorifics on verbs is that the former is sensitive to discourse context, in that its realization 

depends on who the contextual speaker is, whereas the latter is strictly inter-argumental 

(except, of course, when S happens to be first-person.) A simple example of each kind is 

shown in (3): 

(3) Verb honorifics for different HG arguments

a. When HG = S
apeci-kkeyse         cemsim-ul    tu-si-ess-ta
father.H-NOM.H lunch-ACC  eat.H-v.H-PST-DECL

‘Father ate lunch.’

b. When HG = IO
apeci-kkey            senmul-ul  tuli-ess-ta
father.H-DAT.H   gift-ACC   give.H-PST-DECL
‘(I) gave father (a) gift.’

8 I will use ‘H’ for ‘honorific.’ 

9 In Choi and Harley (2019), it is the verb capswu-si-, not tu-si-, that is treated as the honorific form of 
mek-. I argue in Section 5 that capswu-si- and mek- are not allomorphs of the same root. 
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c. When HG = DO
apeci-lul           poy-ess-ta
father.H-ACC  see.H-PST-DECL
‘(I) saw father.’

The suffix -si is realized only when HG = S, but never when HG = IO or DO. Moreover, 

when HG = S, all available subject-honorific verbs are necessarily accompanied by -si, 

whether or not the verb has honorific suppletion. That is, there is no subject-honorific verb 

suppletion without the realization of -si.  

In Section 4, I also draw attention to the so-called ‘serial verbs,’ given that object 

honorifics on verbs is frequently realized in these constructions. In such verbal compounds, 

the second (‘higher’ or ‘less embedded’) verb adds meaning that is different from what it 

expresses when it appears by itself: 

(4) Examples of serial verb constructions10

V-po-      ‘V-see’   ‘to try V-ing’ 
V-ka-      ‘V-go’                ‘to V something and take it’ 
V-o-        ‘V-come’    ‘to V something and bring it’ 
V-cwu-    ‘V-give’   ‘to V for someone’s sake’ 
V-peli-    ‘V-throw.away’        ‘to end up V-ing either reluctantly or nonchalantly’ 
V-ceykki- ‘V-turn.over’           ‘to V dramatically or intensely’ 
V-nay-     ‘V-put.out/give.up’  ‘to accomplish V-ing’
V-twu-     ‘V-put’  ‘to V first’ 

Among the items listed in (4), only po- ‘see’ and cwu- ‘give’ have separate honorific forms: 

poy- and tuli-, and thus object honorifics on serial verbs in which the ‘lower’ verbs do not 

have honorific suppletion is limited to these two kinds.11 

10 The English paraphrases are, of course, inadequate. It is especially difficult to identify English 
synonyms for V-ceykki- and V-peli-. 

11 I will explore both constructions and propose a treatment of constructions with cwu/tuli- as a ‘high 
applicative’ projection with a benefactive interpretation. 
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The layout of the rest of this thesis is as follows. Section 2 lists the background 

assumptions I will adopt for morphology and syntax and describes the issues in 

morphosyntax for which my proposal may lead to theoretical implications. In Section 3, I 

present my agreement-based proposal for object-honorific verbs and apply it to examples 

with simple (non-serial) verbs. Section 4, as mentioned, extends my proposal in Section 3 to 

serial verbs with object honorification. Section 5 gives a similar treatment to unaccusative 

verbs with honorific suppletion and compares my proposal with Choi and Harley (2019)’s 

account of subject-honorific verbs. Finally, before concluding, I consider some possibilities 

for interpreting object honorifics compositionally in Section 6. 



2. Theoretical assumptions and implications

2.1 Background assumptions 

This section outlines the relevant theoretical background and the assumptions I adopt 

for my argument. Although I have mentioned in the previous section that my proposal will be 

based on Minimalist syntax and Distributed Morphology, there is much variation in each of 

those frameworks, so it is important to specify which version of Minimalism and DM I will 

follow. First of all, I take a Merge-and-Agree view of syntactic computation in which the sole 

operations are constituent formation (Merge) and the creation of syntactic dependencies 

(Agree), in the sense described by Adger and Svenonius (2011:33). I will adopt the following 

proposals from Chomsky (2000, 2001, 2004): (i) the Probe-Goal relation is central to the 

syntactic operation Agree, which takes place when an unvalued feature on the Probe searches 

its c-command for a Goal with the corresponding valued feature; (ii) syntactic derivation 

takes place by phase, and the projection that introduces the external argument (EA) 

constitutes a phase boundary; (iii) raising operations in syntax—sometimes termed Move—is 

Internal Merge, which is the combination of Agree between a Probe and a Goal and the 

Merging of a copy the object containing the Goal at the specifier position of the Probe, and 

because Move is a more complex operation than simple Merge or Agree, it is only triggered 

as a last resort; (iv) at the end of a phase, only the ‘domain’ of the phase (i.e. the complement 

of the phase head) undergoes Spell-Out, leaving the phase ‘edge’ (i.e. the phase head and its 

specifier: in this case, Voice0 and EA) available for syntactic operations in the next phase. 

This set of assumptions excludes the possibility of ‘upward’ Agree (e.g. Baker and Willie 

2010) and of a Spec-head agreement relation not based on Agree (e.g. Koopman 2006).  

However, there are some elements of Chomsky’s theory that will not be incorporated 

into my analysis. First, he proposes that Agree is motivated by the need to eliminate 

9 
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‘uninterpretable’ features before a phase can be Spelled-Out. This framework also requires an 

‘activity condition’ for the Goal: the Goal must also have an uninterpretable feature (abstract 

Case) in order to remain ‘active’ and be targeted for Agree. In this view, (un)interpretability is 

identical to (un)valuedness. This notion has been challenged in various ways. Pesetsky and 

Torrego (2007), for example, argue that (un)interpretability and (un)valuedness are separate, 

and that it is unvaluedness on a Probe that triggers Agree. Preminger (2014) argues against 

the very idea of (un)interpretability as an essential element of syntactic derivation. Finally, 

Béjar (2003), Preminger (2014) and Deal (2022) note that the failure of a Probe to find a in 

its c-command with which to Agree does not result in a ‘crash’ of derivation in the sense of 

Chomsky (2000, 2001), but that there is an “elsewhere form” that is realized as a “fall-back 

plan” of morphological realization when a more specific condition fails to apply (Deal 

2022:9). Thus, without incorporating either abstract Case or some other activity condition for 

the Goal into my proposal, I will treat Agree as based on valuation by feature-copying, rather 

than the satisfaction of an interpretability requirement. 

While I also follow the standard assumption that the projection that introduces the 

external argument defines a phase, there have been different proposal as to exactly which 

projection this is. Chomsky (1995) has united several independently motivated proposals (e.g. 

Pollock 1989 and Kayne 1989a) for a projection separate from VP that can host raised 

elements such as French infinitival verbs and direct objects, arguing that this projection, vP, is 

responsible for both the assignment of the (abstract) accusative Case to the complement of V 

and the introduction of the external argument as its specifier (Pesetsky and Torrego 2011:58-

59). As Harley (2014:263) explains, given its function as the introducer of the external 

argument, vP also came to be identified with Kratzer (1996)’s VoiceP and the EA-introducer 

of Hale and Keyser (1993). From a DM perspective (Harley 1995, Marantz 1997), vP/VoiceP 
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has been seen as the v0 head which, in addition to projecting the EA, takes an uncategorized 

√P as its complement and categorizes it as a verb (the lower VP has then been identified with

√P). The derivation-by-phase framework of Chomsky (2000, 2001), which obeys the Phase

Impenetrability Condition (PIC) and treats vP (at least for transitive verbs) as a phase 

boundary, poses yet another question to the accounts just described: if vP/VoiceP/v0 are one 

and the same projection, is it uniquely responsible for introducing EA, assigning accusative 

Case, categorizing √P, and defining a phase boundary? Harley (2007), Pylkkänen (2008), 

Legate (2014) a.o. argue that v0 and VoiceP (or Voice0 in a bare phrase structure framework 

that does not distinguish between minimal, bar-level, and maximal projections, which I 

adopt) should be treated as separate projections, and I will represent the syntactic structures 

accordingly. 

In addition to the Minimalist framework above, I take a DM-based approach to the 

syntax-morphology interface that adopts the following standard principles: 

(5) Late Insertion (Embick 2000:187)

Phonological pieces instantiate terminals containing abstract features postsyntactically,
with the syntax proper manipulating sets of features.

Each terminal node is associated with an ‘insertion rule’ that specifies the set of features that 

a Vocabulary Item must contain in order to be inserted into that node. However, if there are 

multiple items that meet the insertion rule for the same terminal node, the Subset Principle 

requires that the more specified item—the one that contains more features in addition to the 

features demanded by the insertion rule—is inserted: 

(6) Subset Principle (Halle 1997:427)

The phonological exponent of a vocabulary item is inserted into a position if the item
matches all or a subset of the features specified in the terminal morpheme. Insertion does
not take place if the vocabulary item contains features not present in the morpheme.
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      Where several vocabulary items meet the conditions for insertion, the item matching the 
      greatest number of features specified in the terminal morpheme must be chosen. 

Following Borer (2003, 2009), I assume that roots enter the syntactic derivation 

uncategorized, and that syntactic categories are assigned by ‘categorizer’ projections such as  

n0, v0, and a0. I will treat the categorizers, rather than roots, as the projections that take 

complements related to argument structure. I also follow Harley (2014)’s argument for the 

non-identity of roots (i.e. roots are abstractly individuated in the syntax, even without 

phonological content,) which is required for suppletion based on contextual allomorphy. 

Finally, although Voice0 defines the phase boundary in my account, I will follow Choi and 

Harley (2019) in treating the first element of a serial verb as already categorized as v0 when it 

attaches to the second root. 

2.2 Locality domain for contextual allomorphy 

One current debate among DM-oriented linguists is what structural configuration is 

responsible for the alternate realizations of suppletive forms of a lexical root—in other words, 

what is the locality domain for the application of the Subset Principle? Because my current 

empirical focus is on the realization of object-honorific verbs that undergo suppletion, it is 

necessary to investigate which proposal for the locality domain for morphologically 

conditioned allomorphy is most compatible with my proposal for syntax. There have been 

various competing hypotheses. Embick (2010) proposes the Node Adjacency Hypothesis, 

which argues that only linearly adjacent nodes can condition allomorphy (unless the 

intervening node is phonologically null), whereas Merchant (2015) proposes the Span 

Adjacency Hypothesis in favor of the structural adjacency, in which a syntactically adjacent 

‘span’ of constitutes the locality domain for allomorphy.  
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Bobaljik (2012) argues for the Root Suppletion Condition, which allows 

morphological conditioning of allomorphy across a word-internal (X0) boundary, but not 

across a phrasal (XP) one:12 

(7) Root Suppletion Condition
a. α … ]X0 … β
b. *α … ]XP … β
(Bobaljik 2012:13 iterated by Choi and Harley 2019:5)

In addition to (xx), Bobaljik (2012:149) proposes that allomorphy is further subject to a 

structural adjacency condition (analogous to the Span Adjacency hypothesis in Merchant 

2015), which requires that allomorphy conditions are limited by syntactically adjacent nodes. 

Choi and Harley (2019) analyze Korean subject-honorific verb suppletion as contextual 

allomorphy subject to (10). Within the complex X0 domain (which corresponds v0 in Choi 

and Harley (2019) and Voice0 in this thesis,) that is, intervening nodes are permitted, contrary 

to locality conditions based on either linear adjacency (e.g. Embick 2010) or structural 

adjacency (e.g. Bobaljik 2012, Merchant 2015). In addition to (7), Choi and Harley (2019) 

argue for (8b), which captures the interaction between negative suppletion and honorific 

suppletion:13 

(8) Locality conditions for allomorphy in Choi and Harley (2019:6)

a. Root Suppletion Condition
α … ]X0 … β

*α … ]XP … β

b. Local Allomorph Selection Theorem
If two vocabulary items are in competition, and the Subset Principle does not apply,

12 The concept of X0 is analogous to Embick and Noyer (2001)’s ‘m-word’ (morphological word) 
formed by a complex of terminal nodes. I will use the term X0 throughout this thesis. 

13 Although this thesis does not discuss negative suppletion, (8b) establishes how the Subset Principle 
should apply when both a negation node and an honorific node are present in the locality domain for 
Korean verbs in Choi and Harley (2019). 
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           then the vocabulary item conditioned by a more local feature blocks the vocabulary     
           item conditioned by the less local feature. 

In the next chapter, I will illustrate how Merchant (2015)’s span-based locality constraint is 

most compatible with my syntactic account for the realization of object-honorific verbs.  

Before developing the analysis the further, it is necessary to determine precisely 

where to locate IO and DO syntactically. The questions to be addressed now are: (i) are 

internal arguments root-internal or in between the root and the v0 categorizer? (ii) exactly 

what kind of argument is the thing I have been calling IO? For question (i), without arguing 

definitively for a cross-linguistic generalization, I will treat internal arguments as Merged 

root-externally, but within v0. For (ii), I will adopt Pylkkänen (2008)’s framework in which 

the IO relevant for object-honorific verbs are base-generated in the low applicative projection 

(LowApplTo
0), which encodes a transfer-of-possession of the DO to or from the IO; in simple 

ditransitive verbs such as cwu- ‘give’, therefore, IO is interpreted as the recipient of DO.14 

14 Pylkkänen (2008) only gives examples of low source applicatives in Korean, in which IO bears a 
source or possessor, rather than a recipient, relation to DO. However, low recipient applicatives are 
also available in Korean. IO can be either the source or the recipient relative to the direct object, 
depending on the presence or absence of the locative-like suffix -se, respectively, in addition to the 
dative -eykey or -hanthey. The Korean examples in Pylkkänen (2008:16) do not include -se and sound 
degraded, at least to me: 

(i) Low source applicative reading (modified reproduction of example (12) from Pylkkänen 2008:16)
Totuk-i         Mary-hanthey/eykkey-*?(se)  panci-lul humchi-ess-ta
thief-NOM  Mary-DAT-SE                         ring-ACC  steal-PST-DECL
‘The thief stole a ring from Mary.’ (lit. ‘The thief stole Mary a ring.’)

(ii) Low recipient applicative reading
      Totuk-i         Mary-hanthey/eykkey-(*se) panci-lul cwu-ess-ta 
      thief-NOM  Mary-DAT          ring-ACC  give-PST-DECL 

 ‘The thief gave a ring to Mary.’ (lit. ‘The thief gave Mary a ring.’) 

For present purposes, it is important to note that only low recipient arguments are relevant for verb 
honorifics, because there are no object-honorific verbs for which HG = low source applicative. 
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With the assumptions laid out in this section, I will now develop a proposal for honorific 

Agree and illustrate its application to simple object-honorific verbs. 
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3. Object-honorific verbs 

3.1 Honorific Agree and application to simple object-honorific verbs 

 In this section, I propose an Agree operation that based on the Probe-Goal relation 

between Voice0 and an object argument with a [H] feature, and apply this proposal to the 

syntactic derivation of simple (non-serial) object-honorific verbs, of which I was able to 

identify only four: 

(9) Simple object-honorific verbs15 
        teyli- ‘bring’  ~   mosi- ‘bring.H’ 
        po-    ‘see’     ~   poy-   ‘see.H’ 
        cwu-  ‘give’   ~   tuli-    ‘give.H’ 
        mwut-   ‘ask’    ~   yeccwu- ‘ask.H’ 
 

(10) Examples of simple object-honorific verbs 

        a. na-nun     hangsang yehowa-lul       nay            aph-ey       mosi-ess-ta16 
           1SG-TOP always      Jehovah-ACC 1SG.GEN  front-LOC bring.H-PST-DECL 
           ‘I always brought Jehovah in front of me’ 

        b. emeni-lul           poy-ess-ta 
            mother.H-ACC  see.H-PST-DECL 
            ‘(I) saw mother.’ 

        c. emeni-kkey            senmul-ul  tuli-ess-ta 
            mother.H-DAT.H   gift-ACC  give.H-PST-DECL 
            ‘(I) gave mother a gift.’ 

        d. senim-kkey                     yeccwu-ess-ta17 
            Buddhist.monk-DAT.H  ask.H-PST-DECL 
            ‘(I) asked the Buddhist monk.’ 

 
15 teyli/mosi- and mut/yeccwu- rarely occur as simple verbs in colloquial speech. The examples in (10) 
are both from written texts. In spoken Korean, teyli/mosi- usually occurs as the compounds teylie-ta-
cwu- or mosie-ta-tuli-. mut/yeccwu- usually occurs as the compound mule-po or yeccwe-po. It should 
be noted that the honorific form poy- is unacceptable in this construction: *yeccwe-poy-. This will be 
discussed in the following section. 

16 From Psalm 16:8 of Korean Living Bible (KLB): (https://www.bible.com/bible/86/psa.16.8.KLB). 

17 Retrieved online: (https://m.blog.daum.net/corea007/12355709). 

https://www.bible.com/bible/86/psa.16.8.KLB
https://m.blog.daum.net/corea007/12355709
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A recent Minimalist- and DM-based study of Korean subject-honorific verbs was 

given by Choi and Harley (2019), who treat subject honorification on verbs as the result of a 

post-syntactic insertion of a dissociated morpheme (termed ‘node-sprouting’), a terminal 

node that consists of the feature HON0 (which I will notate as H0 from now on,) after which 

the honorific form of the verb is selected during Vocabulary Insertion, according to the Subset 

Principle (Halle 1997). However, the syntactic configuration that feeds the sprouting of H0 

for subject-honorific verbs is absent in object-honorific verbs. In Choi and Harley (2019)’s 

theory, the postsyntactic sprouting of an H0 node is triggered by the syntactic configuration in 

which a c-command relation between an NP with a [H] feature and the most local v0 (Voice0 

in my proposal): 

(11) H0-sprouting rule:
Voice0 → [Voice0 H0] / [NP[H] . . . [… __ …]]

(Modification of Choi and Harley 2019:18, (26))

This configuration is not met for object-honorific verbs: the object argument does not c-

command Voice0; in (10c), for example, the non-honorific NP ‘I’ occupies the subject 

position (whether the subject is overt or covert does not make any difference,) whereas the 

honorific NP ‘mother’ is the complement of the honorific verb poy- and does not c-command 

it. In such configurations, rule (11) would not apply, and the non-honorific form of the verb 

would be selected for Vocabulary Insertion. If, however, there is a syntactic Agree operation 

between Voice0 and the honorific object, the realization of object-honorific verbs would be 

predicted. I propose that the structural conditions for (direct and indirect) object-oriented verb 

suppletion is configured syntactically in the syntactic phase headed by Voice0, when a Probe 

for the honorific feature [H] on Voice0 enters into an Agree relation with an honorific NP 
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within its c-command domain.18 

I will assume for the moment, with Bobaljik (2012) and Choi and Harley (2019), that 

the locality domain for contextual allomorphy is the complex head. Voice0 has a Probe for the 

privative feature [H] that searches its c-command domain for a Goal that is specified for [H]. 

I will notate the Probe as u[H]. When the Probe successfully identifies a Goal, the [H] on the 

Goal is copied into the Probe, which results in the valuation of u[H] to [H]. If there is no 

argument in its search domain specified for [H], u[H] simply remains unvalued. Because the 

[H] feature on Voice0 is not a sprouted node, it is not itself a terminal for the insertion of

morpho-phonological content. With Béjar (2003), Preminger (2014) and Deal (2022), I 

assume that the failure of a Probe to interact (i.e. enter into Agree) with any target in its c-

command does not result in a ‘crash’ of derivation but in the realization of an “elsewhere 

form” (the presence of [H] in Voice0 in this example) fails to apply (Deal 2022:9). When 

Agree does not take place, [H] is simply absent in the feature specification of Voice0 at 

Vocabulary Insertion. In other words, when no argument in the c-command domain of Voice0 

is specified as [H] and [H] is not copied into Voice0, then there is no [H] in the locality 

domain of the contextual allomorphy of the verbal root, so the verb is realized in its non-

honorific form. The lexical root √ raises to the categorizer head v0, forming the complex head 

√-v0. This complex head itself raises to the phase edge at Voice0, forming √-v0-Voice0, which 

is shown below: 

18 Without committing to a particular position in the NP vs DP debate, I will refer to nominals as NPs 
throughout this thesis. 
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(12) Complex head formation at phase edge

The lower phase domain, which is the complement of the complex head, is then Spelled-Out. 

(As it is also assumed in Choi and Harley (2019), the √-v0-Voice0 complex continues to raise 

in a head-to-head fashion.) I now apply this proposal to two simple sentences: 

(13) apeci-lul           poy-ess-ta 
        father.H-ACC  see.H-PST-DECL 
        ‘(I) saw father.’ 

(14) Derivation of (13)

a. Agree for [H]19

19 The dotted line indicates Agree between Probe and Goal. 
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b. Complex head formation at phase edge

c. Complex head Spell-Out20

20 The curved line indicates phase boundary. 
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At the complex head formation in (14b), the condition for the realization of the root √SEE as 

poy- has been established: even though no node-sprouting of H0 takes place due to the lack of 

an honorific subject in (13), the feature [H] is present within the complex head locality 

domain. The following insertion rules based on Bobaljik (2012)’s locality principle (meaning 

that allomorphy is conditioned by the complex headed by Voice0 in the current system): 

(15) a. √SEE ↔ poy- / Voice0[[ __ ] … H]

b. √SEE ↔ po- / elsewhere

But under the two-phase view of Chomsky (2000, 2001), because the complex is located at 

the phase edge, the Vocabulary Insertion of poy- takes place after the Spell-Out of the higher 

phase in (14c), when √po-v0-Voice0 potentially raises to Asp0, T0, etc. Nonetheless, because the 

locality domain is defined as the complex Voice0, only the structure c-commanded by the 

least embedded instance of Voice0 is relevant for (13). If there is no [H]-Agree, Voice0 would 

not be specified for [H], and √SEE would be Spelled-Out as po-. 

Now I apply this process to a sentence containing the simple ditransitive tuli-. 

Because √GIVE indicates the transfer of the direct object (DO) to the indirect object (IO), I 

will treat the dative-marked argument as the low applicative ‘recipient’ in Pylkkänen (2008)’s 

framework. I will notate this low applicative projection as LowApplTo
0. 

(16) apeci-kkey  senmul-ul  tuli-ess-ta 
       father.H-DAT.H   gift-ACC   give.H-PST-DECL 
       ‘(I) gave father (a) gift.’ 
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(17) Derivation of (16)
a. [H]-Agree

b. Complex head formation at phase edge
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c. Complex head Spell-Out

This account of object honorification on verbs as an instance of Agree based on a Probe-Goal 

relation requires that only the closest possible Goal can enter into Agree with the Probe. The 

derivation above is consistent with the requirement, because the argument that is relevant for 

tuli- is always the low applicative argument but never the theme argument that is situated 

lower. With the current set of assumptions on contextual allomorphy, the following insertion 

rules for cwu- and tuli- can now be formulated: 

(18) a. √GIVE ↔ tuli- / Voice0[[ __ ] … H]

b. √GIVE ↔ cwu- / elsewhere

I will now illustrate that these insertion rules do not fully predict the grammatical and 

ungrammatical realizations of object-honorific verbs. 
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3.2 Locality condition for object-honorific verb allomorphy 

 I argue in this section that Merchant (2015)’s span-based allomorphy conditioning 

can predict the ungrammaticality of object-honorific verbs in certain contexts that Choi and 

Harley (2019)’s X0-based constraints cannot. First, I re-produce below Choi and Harley 

(2019)’s iteration of Bobaljik (2012)’s locality principle: 

(19) Complex head accessibility domain 

        Vocabulary Items can only be conditioned by features contained within a complex X0  
        head, not by features across an XP boundary. 

        (Choi and Harley 2019:1353, (56)) 
 

According to (18), poy- and tuli- are always inserted when [H] is present within the head 

complex in (12). As long as the subject argument is not specified for [H], (19) makes the 

correct predictions, because no node-sprouting takes place and introduces [H] into the 

locality domain. However, if there is [H] on the subject and the node-sprouting does apply, 

√SEE and √GIVE will have to be realized as poy- and tuli-, even though there is no honorific 

object that triggers [H]-Agree:  

(20)  a. halmeni-kkeyse                na-eykey    senmwul-ul cwu/*tuli-si-ess-ta 
            grandmother.H-NOM.H  1SG-DAT  gift-ACC     give-H-PST-DECL 
            ‘Grandmother gave me a gift.’ 

         b. sensayngnim-kkeyse  Mina-lul     po/*poy-si-ess-ta 
             teacher.H-NOM.H     Mina-ACC see-H-PST-DECL 
            ‘Teacher saw Mina.’ 
 

Because na and Mina are non-honorific, they lack the feature [H], which means that [H]-

Agree does not take place and Voice0 is not specified as [H]. Once the H0-sprouting rule (11) 

applies, however, [H] is present in the locality domain defined by (20), which would require 

tuli- and poy- to be inserted, not cwu- and po-, contrary to (20). However, the 

ungrammaticality of tuli- and poy- in (20) can be explained in terms of Merchant (2015)’s 
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span-based locality conditions for the exponence of object-honorific verbs, which are re-

produced below: 

(21) Let T be an ordered n-tuple of terminal nodes ⟨t1, t2, … , tn⟩ such that for all t ∈ T, 
        t = t1 or t is an element of the extended projection of t1.21 
       a. For all k = 1 … n, tk is a span. (Every node is a trivial span.) 
       b. For any n > 0, if tk is a span, then ⟨tk, … , tk+n⟩ is a span. 

       (Merchant 2015:288, (28)) 
 

(22) Spanning Adjacency Hypothesis 
        Allomorphy is conditioned only by an adjacent span. 

       (Merchant 2015:294, (38)) 
 

As explained in the previous section, (22) allows the realization of a root to be conditioned by 

a set of adjacent nodes (as opposed to Embick (2010)’s strict node-adjacency requirement,) as 

long as that set includes the node that is adjacent to the root itself. I will now illustrate how 

(22) makes correct predictions for (20).  

 When the H0-sprouting rule applies to the complex head in (12), i.e. when there is an 

honorific subject, the result is the following structure: 

(23) Complex head after post-syntactic H0-sprouting 

        

 

 
21 Merchant (2015:288) defines an extended projection as a “totally ordered set of projections”—i.e. 
set of projections that are Merged in a fixed order, such as Voice, v, and V (or √). This notion of 
extended projections is eliminated in Merchant and Pavlou (2017) in favor of a simpler notion of 
ordered projections in general. I will adopt this latter account and treat a span as a set of adjacent 
terminal nodes. 
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The terminal nodes in this configuration are √, v0, Voice0, and H0. I argue that the span that 

conditions the realization of √SEE and √GIVE is v0+Voice0, but not the sprouted H0. If [H]-

Agree takes place in the presence of an honorific object, Voice0 will be specified as [H] 

(henceforth I write Voice[H]0 to indicate [H]-valued Voice0,) which gives the span  

v0+ Voice[H]0. In effect, then, it would be the presence or absence of [H] on Voice0 that 

conditions the realization of honorific and non-honorific forms of √SEE and √GIVE. I now 

propose the following modified insertion rules: 

(24) a. √SEE ↔ poy- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0

b. √SEE ↔ po- / elsewhere

c. √GIVE ↔ tuli- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0

d. √GIVE ↔ cwu- / elsewhere

These rules thus accurately predict cwu- and po- to be the correct exponents of √GIVE and 

√SEE in (21a) and (21b). Therefore, for object-honorific verbs, honorific allomorphy is

conditioned by span-based rules. I will not investigate whether similar accounts can be 

proposed for serial verb constructions. 
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4. Object honorification in serial verbs

Given that so few verbs have honorific forms, as shown in (9), and given that object-

honorific verbs do not have a designated morpheme analogous to the subject-honorific -si, 

one may wonder whether object honorifics on verbs is a productive phenomenon at all. 

However, as I have alluded to in the introduction, object honorification is frequently 

expressed through serial verb constructions: even when a given verb has no honorific 

suppletion, it can be combined with the honorific forms of po- and cwu-: respectively, poy- 

and tuli-.22 I will refer to these constructions as po-compounds and cwu-compounds. First, 

(25) lists all the po-compounds I was able to identify:

(25) po-compounds that show object honorification

chaca-po/poy- ‘visit’ (lit. ‘find-see’)
ala-po/poy- ‘recognize’ (lit. ‘know-see’)
manna-po/poy- ‘try meeting’ (lit. ‘meet-see’)
mwule/yeccwe-po- ‘ask’ (lit. ‘ask-see’)

kk 

It can be seen plainly that honorification on po-compounds are not very productive. Even 

within this list there are compounds that display peculiar behavior. First of all, po-compounds 

that have no honorific allomorphy typically mean ‘try V-ing.’ However, manna-po/poy- is the 

only one po-compound in the above list that displays such non-idiosyncratic meaning. That 

is, chaca-po/poy- does not mean ‘try finding,’ ala-po/poy- does not mean ‘try knowing,’ and 

mwule/yeccwe-po- does not mean ‘try asking’ but merely ‘ask’ (see Footnote 15). 

Furthermore, in mwule/yeccwe-po-, it is not po- but mwule- that undergoes suppletion: 

*mwule-poy- and *yeccwe-poy- are both ungrammatical. In Section 4.1, I present sample

syntactic derivations for honorific po-compounds and argue that the allomorphy conditions 

22 yeccwe-po- is the exception: it only is the lower root that undergoes suppletion. I will discuss this 
later in this section. 
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for these po-compounds can also be described in terms of Merchant (2015)’s span theory.  

 Unlike honorific po-compounds, which are limited to the examples above and often 

idiosyncratic, cwu-compounds that display honorific allomorphy are highly productive. To 

illustrate their productivity, I give a non-exhaustive list below: 

 

(26) Examples of cwu-compounds that show object honorification 
        yele-cwu/tuli- ‘open-give’ 
        pwule-cwu/tuli- ‘call-give’ 
        capa-cwu/tuli- ‘hold-give’ 
        ponay-cwu/tuli- ‘send-give’ 
        omkye-cwu/tuli- ‘move-give’ 
        namkye-cwu/tuli- ‘leave-give’ 
        sikhye-cwu/tuli- ‘order-give’ 
        poye-cwu/tuli- ‘show-give’ 
        poa-cwu/tuli- ‘see-give’ 
        mekye-cwu/tuli- ‘feed-give’ 
        piwe-cwu/tuli- ‘empty-give’ 
        kelie-cwu/tuli- ‘draw-give’ 
        wuse-cwu/tuli- ‘laugh/smile-give’ 
        mite-cwu/tuli- ‘believe.in-give’ 
        swumkie-cwu/tuli- ‘hide-give’ 
        ssitkye-cwu/tuli- ‘wash-give’ 
        dakka-cwu/tuli- ‘wipe-give’ 
        selmyeng-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘explain-give’ 
        salang-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘love-give’ 
        cen-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘impart-give’ 
        mal(ssum)-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘speak-give’ 
        pwutak-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘plead-give’ 
        sakwa-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘apologize-give’ 
        chwukha-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘congratulate-give’ 
        insa-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘greet-give’ 
        taytap-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘answer-give’ 
        senmwul-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘gift-give’ 
        helak-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘permit-give’ 
        inceng-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘approve-give’ 
        wuylo-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘console-give’ 
        ungwen-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘support-give’ 
        kyohwan-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘exchange-give’ 
        hwanpwul-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘refund-give’ 
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        poko-hay-cwu/tuli- ‘report-give’ 
 

In Section 4.2, adopting Pylkkänen (2008)’s distinction between low and high applicatives, I 

propose that the meaning of the compounded cwu/tuli- can be described as a type of high 

applicative with a benefactive reading, and provide sample derivations in terms of the 

syntactic framework I have adopted in the previous sections. 

 

4.1 Honorific po-compounds 

 As mentioned, po-compounds that alternate between honorific and non-honorific 

forms are limited to those listed in (25), repeated as (27), and only manna-po/poy- ‘try 

meeting’ has the non-idiosyncratic meaning of a regular po-compound.  

(27) po-compounds that show object honorification 

        chaca-po/poy- ‘visit’ (lit. ‘find-see’) 
        ala-po/poy- ‘recognize’ (lit. ‘know-see’) 
        manna-po/poy- ‘try meeting’ (lit. ‘meet-see’) 
        mwule/yeccwe-po- ‘ask’ (lit. ‘ask-see’) 
 

The target of honorification (HG) in all compounds in (27) is the accusative-marked DO. 

Following Harley (2014)’s insight that idiosyncratic meaning is more readily available for 

more local structures, I argue that the compounds in (27) first form a complex verb, and that 

the DO argument is the complement of the compound itself, rather than the lower verb (with 

the exception of manna-po/poy-, which does have the regular meaning.) I propose the 

structure in (29) for sentence (28):  

(29) sensayngnim-ul ala-poy-ess-ta 
        teacher-ACC     know-see.H-DECL 
        ‘(I) recognized teacher.’ 
       *‘(I) tried knowing teacher.’ 
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(29) Derivation of (28)

a. [H]-Agree

b. Complex head formation
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The other idiosyncratic po-compounds would have structures analogous to the one above. By 

contrast, the non-idiosyncratic manna-poy- in sentence (30) would have the structure in (31): 

(30) sensayngnim-ul manna-poy-ess-ta
teacher-ACC     meet-see.H-DECL
‘(I) tried meeting teacher.’

 

(31) Derivation of (30) (complex head formation omitted)

Now that the syntactic configurations of the compounds in (27) have been proposed, I now 

turn to the locality conditions for their honorific allomorphy.  

Given the ungrammaticality of the honorific poy- when it follows the honorific 

yeccwe-, the realization of yeccwe-po- seems to require a highly specified plurality of span-

based insertion rules. First, mwule- and yeccwe- would have to be conditioned by the long 

span of v0-√SEE-v0-Voice0 and v0-√SEE-v0-Voice[H]0, respectively. These rules are still 
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consistent with the kind of insertion rules proposed in the previous section. However, it is not 

clear what rules would rule out the insertion of poy- when it is preceded by yeccwe-, since the 

insertion rule for poy- in (25) states that poy- is conditioned by v0-Voice[H]0. In order to 

correctly predict po-, it seems that two different spans to both directions are required, so that 

the presence of yeccwe- below √SEE can condition the insertion of po-. Nonetheless, the 

following hypothesis put forward by Merchant (2015) can help predict yeccwe-po- correctly: 

(32) Spanning Insertion Hypothesis
A span and only a span can be targeted for Vocabulary Insertion.

If a span that consists of multiple terminal nodes is capable of not only condition an adjacent 

node but also be conditioned, it would be possible to formulate individual insertion rules for 

spans with multiple terminal nodes. I propose the following rules for honorific and non-

honorific forms of ‘ask’: 

(33) a. √ASK + v0 + √SEE ↔ yeccwepo- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0 ‘ask’ 

b. √ASK + v0 + √SEE ↔ mwulepo- / elsewhere ‘ask’ 

It is thus the span √ASK + v0 + √SEE that is conditioned by the adjacent span of v0 + 

Voice[H]0 , and the elsewhere form is also the realization of the entire span √ASK + v0 + 

√SEE. Analogous rules can be given for the other honorific po-compounds:

(34) a. √FIND + v0 + √SEE ↔ chaca-poy- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0  ‘visit’

b. √FIND + v0 + √SEE ↔ chaca-po- / elsewhere ‘visit’ 

c. √KNOW + v0 + √SEE ↔ ala-poy- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0  ‘recognize’

d. √KNOW + v0 + √SEE ↔ ala-po- / elsewhere ‘recognize’ 

e. √MEET + v0 + √SEE ↔ manna-poy- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0  ‘try meeting’

        f. √MEET + v0 + √SEE ↔ manna-po- / elsewhere  ‘try meeting’ 

For other po-compounds, which do not have honorific allomorphy, there would be no 
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honorific form in competition with the non-honorific form, and the span would only have one 

candidate for Vocabulary Insertion. I give one example below: 

(35) a. sensayngnim-ul       kentulie-po/*poy-ass-ta 
            teacher.HON-ACC  touch-see-PST-DECL 
           ‘(I) tried touching teacher.’ 

        b. Insertion rule for kentulie-po- 
            √TOUCH + v0 + √SEE ↔ kentulie-po- ‘try touching’ 
 

I argue, therefore, that po-compounds are subject to span-based insertion rules in which the 

lower verb along with po/poy- are targeted. I now move on to cwu-compounds. 

 

4.2 cwu-compounds 

 As the long list in (27) has shown, the availability of compounded cwu/tuli- allows 

many Korean speakers to express honorification towards an object argument through the 

realization of tuli-, even though so few verbs have honorific forms in themselves. The 

meaning of the compounded cwu/tuli- has been identified (Shibatani 1994, Song 2010, 

Tomioka and Kim 2017) as the introducer of a ‘benefactive’ interpretation of an object 

argument.23 Possibly, object honorification by means of cwu-compounds is so productive not 

only because cwu- happens to be one of the only verbs that have an honorific form on its 

own, but also because benefactivity is especially compatible with honorificity—after all, 

 
23 While the closest match among the traditional thematic roles is indeed that of the beneficiary, and 
the closest English expression would be ‘for the sake of,’ assuming that it is somewhat weaker than 
‘for the benefit of.’ One native Korean speaker with no linguistics background, when asked to 
describe the difference between (38a) and (38b), said she believes that Inho in (38b) is notifying the 
news for Mina (using the verb wuyhata ‘to be for someone’), while (38a) just describes the news 
being notified to Mina by Inho, and nothing else. I share this judgment, except that in (38b), Inho’s 
notifying Mina of the news does not necessarily entail that Mina benefitted from it.  
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honorification is generally a positive, favorable social behavior that can be displayed towards 

an individual. Nonetheless, it is important to stress that the IO can still be the recipient of the 

DO while also receiving the beneficiary-like interpretation. To investigate the syntax and 

semantics of cwu/tuli-compounds more clearly, I will take a brief detour from honorifics. I 

illustrate the meaning introduced by cwu- with the series of examples below. 

(36) Inho-ka        kkomayngi-eykey   mwun-ul     yele-cwu-ess-ta 
        Inho-NOM  little.kid-DAT        door-ACC  open-give-PST-DECL 
       ‘Inho opened the door for the little kid.’ 
 

Although I have treated the dative-marked object as the low applicative argument in Section 

3.1, it is not clear how Pylkkänen (2008) analysis of low applicatives as expressing a 

‘transfer-of-possession’ relation between IO and DO can apply to ‘little kid.’24 By contrast, in 

(37b) below, the dative-marked argument receives both the ‘recipient of DO’ and the 

‘beneficiary’ interpretation: 

(37) a. Inho-ka       Mina-eykey sosik-ul       alye-ess-ta 
           Inho-NOM  Mina-DAT  news-ACC  notify-PST-DECL 
           ‘Inho notified the news to Mina.’ 

        b. Inho-ka       Mina-eykey sosik-ul       alye-cwu-ess-ta 
           Inho-NOM  Mina-DAT  news-ACC  notify-give-PST-DECL 
           ‘Inho notified the news to Mina for Mina’s sake.’ 
 

Mina is still the recipient of the news in (37b), just as in (37a). Finally, the sentence below 

shows that accusative-marked DO arguments can also be interpreted as the beneficiary in 

 
24 Tomioka and Kim (2017:243) argue that there are two separate event-related projections, ‘Ben’ 
(beneficiary) and ‘Pos’ (possession), and that the benefactive meaning in cwu-compounds is always 
associated with a possession relation, even when the possessum is not the accusative-marked direct 
object. In such cases, an abstract, existentially-closed possessum argument is introduced by virtue of 
uttering cwu-. However, while their analysis only focuses on cwu-compounds associated with dative-
marked arguments, accusative-marked DO arguments can also be interpreted as the beneficiary. For 
present purposes, I will continue following Pylkkänen (2008)’s high applicative approach to event-
related arguments. 
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cwu-compounds: 

(38) chinkwu-lul mite/salanghay/ssitkye-cwu-ess-ta 
        friend-ACC believe.in/love/wash-give-PST-DECL 
        ‘(I) believed in/loved/washed (my) friend for her/his sake.’ 
 

I propose that treating cwu/tuli- as a kind of high applicative can capture its meaning. 

Namely, cwu/tuli-compounds with a ‘for the sake of’ reading projects what I will call 

HighApplFor
0, which hosts an argument that is interpreted as the argument for whom the event 

described by the lower verb is carried out. Now I will outline Pylkkänen (2008)’s account of 

high applicatives and show how HighApplFor
0 can fit into the syntactic framework adopted 

heretofore. 

 (Pylkkänen 2008) provides the following diagnostics for distinguishing high from 

low applicatives: 

(39) Applicative diagnostics (Pylkkänen 2008:33) 
       a. Only high applicatives can applicativize unergatives 
       b. Only high applicatives can applicativize static verbs 
       c. Only high applicatives are available for depictive modification (if the language allows  
           depictive secondary predicate construction) 
 

As the examples from Cormack and Smith (1999) in (Pylkkänen 2008:30) show, Korean does 

not have depictive secondary predicates, so diagnostic (40c) cannot be tested for Korean. 

However, diagnostics (39a) and (39b) do suggest that cwu-compounds introduce high 

applicatives: 
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(40) cwu/tuli-compounds with unergatives 

        a. nwukwunka         cashin-eykey    wule-cwu-n     salam-i          iss-ess-ten-ka25 26 
            somebody.NOM ANAPH-DAT  cry-give-PRF person-NOM be-PST-EVD-Q 
            ‘Has there been someone who has cried to her for her sake?’ 
        b. Inho-ka       Mina-eykey wuse-cwu-ess-ta 
            Inho-NOM  Mina-DAT  laugh-give-PST-DECL 
            ‘Inho laughed towards Mina for her sake.’ 
 

(41) cwu/tuli-compounds with statives 

        a. Inho-ka       Mina-eykey kapang-ul tule-cwu-ess-ta 
            Inho-NOM  Mina-DAT  bag-ACC hold-give-PST-DECL 
            ‘Inho held the bag for Mina.’ 

        b. Inho-ka Mina-lul mite/salanghay-cwu-ess-ta 
            friend-ACC believe.in/love-give-PST-DECL 
            ‘Inho believed in/loved Mina friend for her sake.’ 
 

The anaphoric argument cashin in (40a) and Mina in (40b) as well as (41) are interpreted as 

the individual for whom the event described by the verb is carried out. I will now propose a 

semantics for HighApplFor
0. 

 Building on Marantz (1984)’s observation that the external subject argument is far 

less likely to form an idiosyncratic semantic unit with the rest of the verbal complex than the 

complement argument, Kratzer (1996) proposes Event Identification as a rule for combining 

the EA-introducing Voice0 (VoiceP in her system) with v0 (VP in their systems), where the 

input f and the output h are both of type ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩, and s is the type for eventualities: 

(42) Introduction of the Agent argument through Event Identification (Kratzer 1996:122) 
             f                                g           →          h 
        ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩                        ⟨s,t⟩                   ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩ 
       λxe.λes.agent(e, x)      λes.g(e)             λxe.λes.agent(e, x) & g(e) 

 
25 Retrieved online: (https://teen.munjang.or.kr/archives/41592).  

26 The referent of cashin is not any of the other arguments in this sentence, but the subject of the 
previous sentence (a girl in this context.)  

https://teen.munjang.or.kr/archives/41592
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Pylkkänen (2008) enlarges the applicability of Kratzer’s account of EA-introduction by 

employing Event Identification as a general rule for the introduction of event-related 

arguments, including high applicatives: 

(43) High applicatives (Pylkkänen 2008:17)
λx.λe.Appl(e, x)
(collapsing ApplBen, ApplInstr, ApplLoc, etc.)

Based on (43), I propose the following definition of HighApplFor
0: 

(44) HighApplFor

λx.λe.g(e) & for(e, x)

For low applicatives, which only encode a transfer-of-possession relation of DO to IO, 

Pylkkänen (2008) gives the following higher-type definition: 

(45) Low applicatives (Pylkkänen 2008:48)
LowApplTo/From

λx.λy.λf⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩.λe.f(e, x) & theme(e, x) & to/from-the-possession(x, y)

As already shown in Section 3, low applicatives are embedded in v0 and communicates a 

transfer-of-possession of the direct object either to or from the indirect object. However, if the 

beneficiary argument also has a low applicative or a theme interpretation, HighApplFor
0 does 

not introduce a new argument but simply combines with the same individual encoded in both 

copies. With the same mechanism of [H]-Agree as before, I will first show examples of 

syntactic derivations with cwu-compounds. First, in (46), the beneficiary is also the theme: 

(46) chinkwu-lul mite-cwu-ess-ta
friend-ACC believe.in-give-PST-DECL
‘(I) believed in (my) friend for her/his sake.’
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(47) Syntactic derivation of (46)

a. [H]-Agree and copying of chinwku into HighApplFor
0 

b. Complex head formation
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With no argument specified as [H] in the c-command domain of Voice0, [H]-Agree does not 

take place. I now apply the same mechanism to an example that has (i) LowApplTo
0, (ii) 

HighApplFor
0, and (iii) argument honorification all at once: 

(48) sensayngnim-kkey tap-ul             selmyeng-hay-tuli-ess-ta 
        teacher.H-DAT.H  answer-ACC  explanation-v-give.H-PST-DECL 
       ‘(I) explained the answer to teacher for teacher’s sake.’ 
 

(49) Syntactic derivation of (48) 

 

I omit the complex head formation, only noting that [H] at Voice0 is present within the 

locality domain for the contextual allomorphy of √GIVE, so it is realized as tuli- according to 
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rule (24).27 

 One question that may be raised at this point is how HighApplFor
0 ‘knows’ that it is 

sensayngnim rather than tap that is to be copied into its specifier position. However, no 

additional stipulation about the ability of HighApplFor
0 is necessary, because it is always the 

more local argument that is copied. In other words, when the lower verb selects LowApplTo
0, 

the low applicative argument would be positioned higher than the theme argument, so the 

nominal Probe on HighApplFor
0 should always interact with the low applicative argument. 

Likewise, the theme argument should be able to be copied into HighApplFor
0 iff there is no 

intervening low applicative argument. These expectations are borne out in the following 

examples: 

(50) Mina-eykey Inho-lul     ponay/alye/kalikye/chaca-cwu-ess-ta 
        Mina-DAT  Inho-ACC send/notify/point.at/look.for-give-PST-DECL 
        ‘(I) sent/notified of/pointed at/looked for Inho to Mina for Mina’s/*Inho’s sake.’ 
 

Assuming that the lower verbs in (50) involve some notion of transfer-of-possession of Inho 

to Mina (which admittedly can be abstract and sometimes obscure), the high applicative 

argument for these cwu-compounds are also unambiguously Mina, not Inho, which indicates 

that an intervening low applicative argument bleeds the raising of the theme argument to the 

high applicative position. If one does not see any comprehensible transfer-of-possession of 

relation in some of these verbs, then Mina would enter the derivation as the high applicative 

argument, and the lower verb does not contain a low applicative at all. The point still stands 

in this situation: if an argument is base-generated in HighApplFor
0, the HighApplFor

0 head does 

not have a Probe for a nominal to begin with; but if there is an intervening low applicative 

argument, it must be that same low applicative argument, not the theme argument that is 

 
27 I did not identify any cwu-compounds with idiosyncratic meaning. 
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positioned lower, that is interpreted also as the high applicative argument.  

(51) (*Mina-eykey) Inho-lul     talay/cikye/mite/chayngkye-cwu-ess-ta 
        Mina-DAT       Inho-ACC soothe/protect/believe.in/take.care.of-give-PST-DECL 
        ‘(I) soothed/protected/believed in/took care of Inho for Inho’s/*Mina’s sake.’ 
 

Also, sentences like (36) where the HighApplFor
0 argument seems to be Externally Merged 

HighApplFor
0 instead of raising from a lower position are very rare. In most cases, if there is 

some (abstract or concrete) notion of transfer-of-position of DO to IO involved, it is the IO 

that is interpreted as the high applicative argument. In (51), the lower verbs do not select for 

LowApplTo
0 but only take a theme argument as their complements. Because of the absence of 

a low applicative position, Mina would have to be interpreted as a high applicative argument, 

but it is not acceptable to Externally Merge Mina in the high applicative position. For these 

verbs, Inho is the only available candidate for the high applicative position. 

 Finally, unlike the honorific po-compound yeccwe-po-, in which the higher po- 

cannot be realized as the honorific poy-, there are no cwu-compounds that are ‘sensitive’ to 

which verb is embedded in cwu-, and the allomorph that is selected for Vocabulary Insertion 

is consistently tuli- whenever an honorific object is present, whether it is the high applicative, 

low applicative, or the direct object argument. Consequently, there is no need for a separate 

insertion rule for particular cwu-compounds that targets a larger span than √GIVE: the 

allomorphy condition for all cwu-compounds can be equally described by the rules for simple 

cwu/tuli- that were given in (24): 

(52) Insertion rules for cwu/tuli-, simple and serial  

       a. √GIVE ↔ tuli- / ___ v0 + Voice[H]0 

       b. √GIVE ↔ cwu- / elsewhere 
 

Thus far, I have proposed an Agree operation for the honorific feature [H] and illustrated how 
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it applies to both simple verbs and serial verbs that display object-honorific allomorphy. I 

have also argued that Merchant (2015)’s span-based insertion rules can accurately generate 

the correct forms of object-honorific verbs according to my syntactic proposal. In the 

following section, I will revisit Choi and Harley (2019)’s account of subject-honorific verbs 

and determine whether any modification is necessary towards a more unified picture of 

argument honorifics on Korean verbs. 
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5. Suppletion in unaccusatives and subject-honorific verbs 

 I have proposed the syntactic operation [H]-Agree and a span-based contextual 

allomorphy for object-honorific verbs. Because this proposal only pertains to object-honorific 

verbs, it is implied that subject-honorific verbs are realized through a different 

morphosyntactic mechanism.28 Although subject honorification is not the focus of this thesis, 

the goal of this section is to clarify the picture of my hypothesis for Korean object-honorific 

verbs by relating it to subject-honorific verbs and investigating whether it captures any 

phenomena that have not been detected. According to the span-based insertion rules for 

object-honorific verbs that I have proposed, Choi and Harley (2019)’s sprouting of H0 (rule 

11) does not affect their realization. If both the honorific object and the subject also have a 

[H] feature, H0-sprouting would still take place. When this happens, both the object-honorific 

suppletion and the subject-honorific -si are expected to be realized, which is borne out in the 

 
28 In their study of Japanese verb honorifics, Boeckx and Niinuma (2004), Boeckx (2006), and 
Kishimoto (2012) also propose an Agree operation for subject honorifics, unlike Choi and Harley 
(2019), who treat Korean subject honorifics on verbs as a postsyntactic phenomenon based on the 
sprouting rule (11). While their proposals are feasible hypotheses for Japanese verb honorifics, there 
are some language-specific differences between Japanese and Korean.  
 Most importantly, verb honorifics in Japanese is realized by the prefix o- before the lexical 
verb whether or not the target of honorification is the subject or an object; by contrast, non-subject 
honorification on Korean verbs is limited to suppletion, while the suffix -si (in addition to suppletion, 
if available) encodes subject honorification only. Thus, because all honorific markers on Korean verbs 
are unambiguous as to which argument is the target of honorification, if both the subject and an object 
are honorific, it should be possible for Korean verbal complexes to express subject honorification and 
object honorification at once, as (53) shows. I will set aside the question of whether similar ‘double 
honorification’ is possible on Japanese verbs and only focus on Korean. 
 Also, while Japanese has what Kishimoto (2012) calls the ‘kara-subject construction’ in 
which the otherwise-nominative honorific subject can bear a suffix that means ‘from,’ Korean lacks 
such an ‘oblique’ subject construction in which the honorific subject can bear either the nominative 
suffix or a ‘from’ suffix. One exception is when the honorific nominal is the possessor of the 
nominative subject, in which the possessor bears the dative suffix -kkey, in which case the honorific 
verb suffix -si may be realized. Such constructions, however, are predicted by Choi and Harley (2019) 
with their incorporation of the ‘possessor-raising’ hypothesis that results in a multiple subject 
configuration. 
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following examples: 

(53) a. pwucangnim-kkeyse   ecey         isahoy-eyse isanim-tul-kkey 
           manager.H-NOM.H   yesterday  director.committee-LOC    director-PL-DAT.H 
           kyengkwa-poko-lul      tuli-si-ess-upnita29 
           progress-report-ACC  give.H-H-PST-DECL.H 
           ‘The manager gave the directors the progress report at the directors’ meeting  
             yesterday.’ 

b. ikey ettekhey hayya     toynunci-ey   tayhayse yeccwe-po-si-n-ke-lako
this  how       must.do  can.be-LOC  about      ask.H-see-H-PFV-NOMIN-C
ce-nun               haysek-ul                 ha-upnida30 31

1SG.HON-TOP interpretation-ACC do-DECL.H
‘I interpret (Pak) as having asked (me) about what needs to be done.’

c. yeyswu-kkeyse sengpwu    hananim-kkey motun cwukwon-ul
Jesus-NOM.H holy.father God-DAT.H     all       authority-ACC
naye-tuli-si-ess-tesi …32

give.up-give.H-H-PST-C
‘As Jesus gave up all authority to God the holy father for His sake…’

In (53a), -si expresses the speaker’s honorification of the manager, while tuli- expresses the 

manager’s honorification of the directors (who rank higher than the manager in the company 

hierarchy.)  

Sentence (53b) needs some context. It was uttered during a National Assembly 

inspection session held in October 2020. The speaker, Yoon Seok-youl, is South Korea’s 

former Prosecutor General (and current President-elect, as of March 2022.) Pak and Cho are 

both former Ministers of Justice; Cho quit his position in the midst of a corruption scandal 

29 Retrieved online: (https://www.korean.go.kr/front/onlineQna/onlineQnaView.do?mn_id=216&qna_ 
seq=217533&pageIndex=1). 

30 Retrieved online: (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nqTXPjBogQ&ab_channel=SB 
S%EB%89%B4%EC%8A%A4, 6:33:48). 

31 The suffix -lako here follows a nominalized clause that ends with the nominalizer suffix -ke(t), so it 
is different from the series -la and -ko that follow direct quotations. 

32 Retrieved online: (http://kccbr.com/xe/sunday/19080). 

https://www.korean.go.kr/front/onlineQna/onlineQnaView.do?mn_id=216&qna_seq=217533&pageIndex=1
https://www.korean.go.kr/front/onlineQna/onlineQnaView.do?mn_id=216&qna_seq=217533&pageIndex=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nqTXPjBogQ&ab_channel=SBS%EB%89%B4%EC%8A%A4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8nqTXPjBogQ&ab_channel=SBS%EB%89%B4%EC%8A%A4
http://kccbr.com/xe/sunday/19080
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and was subsequently prosecuted. In the context of (53b), Yoon (then still in office as 

Prosecutor General) is asked whether Pak pled for his (Yoon’s) clemency on Cho. With this 

sentence, Yoon defends himself by claiming that he did not interpret Pak’s words as asking 

him directly for clemency on Cho, but only as seeking advice on what needs to be done in 

order to achieve that outcome. All of this is to show that the object-honorific yeccwe-po- and 

the subject-honorific -si can be realized together in the same verbal complex. 

I now return to Choi and Harley (2019)’s treatment of subject-honorific verbs to 

determine whether any modifications to are necessary for my proposal. I start by giving the 

list of subject-honorific verbs again: 

(54) Subject-honorific verbs
mek- ‘eat  ~   tu-si- ‘eat.H’

          iss- ‘be’    ~   kyey-si- ‘be.H’ 
          ca- ‘sleep’   ~    cwumwu-si- ‘sleep.H’ 
          cwuk- ‘die’   ~   tolaka-si ‘die.H’ 

And below are the insertion rules that Choi and Harley (2019) give for some of these items, 

where the locality domain is defined as the complex head v0 (Voice0 in my account): 

(55) a. √EAT ↔ capswusi- / [[ ___ ] … H0]

b. √EAT ↔ mek- / elsewhere

c. √SLEEP ↔ cwumwusi- / [[ ___ ] … H0]

d. √SLEEP ↔ ca- / elsewhere

e. √BE ↔ kyeysi- / [[ ___ ] … H0]

f. √BE ↔ iss- / elsewhere

I will argue that the above rules do correctly predict the realization of the honorific forms in 

(54), with two exceptions. First, for the unaccusative verbs ‘be’ and ‘die,’ their system 

predicts the exponence of the honorific forms kyey-si- and tolaka-si- in ‘raised-possessor’ 
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constructions, when in fact the non-honorific forms combined with -si, issu-si- and cwuku-si- 

are realized in those constructions. Second, Choi and Harley (2019) list capswu-si- as the 

honorific form of ‘eat’, but I argue that tu-si- is the true allomorph of mek-, whereas capswu-

si- is the realization of a different root, at least for many contemporary Seoul Korean 

speakers. 

The configuration that feeds the H0-sprouting rule in (11) is an honorific NP that c-

commands Voice0. At first sight, this requirement seems to rule out the realization of -si in the 

sentences below, where the honorific argument is the possessor of the subject, not the subject 

NP itself: 

(56) a. halapeci-uy        swuyem-i       ki-si-ta 
            grandfather.H-GEN    beard-NOM  long-H-PRS.DECL 

     ‘Grandfather’s beard is long.’ 

b. halapeci-uy                 cip-i               khu-si-ta 
           grandfather.H-GEN    house-NOM  big-H-PRS.DECL 
           ‘Grandfather’s house is big.’ 

      (Choi and Harley 2019:1326, (9)) 

However, Choi and Harley (2019) explain that the availability of -si in (66) can be explained 

in terms of the well-attested phenomenon of possessor-raising in Korean (e.g. Kang 1987, 

Yoon 1989, Yun 2004, Han and Kim 2004), which results in a multiple-subject configuration 

where the possessor is adjoined above the possessum subject at T0 and can be optionally 

marked with the nominative suffix: 

(57) a. halapeci-kkeyse              swuyem-i      ki-si-ta 
            grandfather.H-NOM.H    beard-NOM  long-H-PRS.DECL 
            ‘Grandfather’s beard is long.’ 

b. halapeci-kkeyse               cip-i               khu-si-ta 
           grandfather.H-NOM.H    house-NOM  big-H-PRS.DECL 
           ‘Grandfather’s house is big.’ 
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      (Choi and Harley 2019:1327, (10)) 

Once the honorific possessor raises to T0, it does c-command Voice0 and meets the condition 

for H0-sprouting. Choi and Harley (2019) also point out that the possessor can be covert, as 

the sentences in (56) and (57) would still be grammatical without the overt realization of 

halapeci, as long as he is the contextually salient individual. 

Assuming that insertion rules similar to (55) are in place also for cwuk- and tolaka-si- 

‘die,’ because the raised possessor c-commands Voice0, the rules would prevent the insertion 

of iss- and cwuk-, and kyey-si- and tolaka-si- are predicted to be realized whenever there is 

either an honorific possessum subject or an honorific possessor subject. This, however, is not 

the case. In fact, issu-si- and cwuku-si, which are the combinations of the non-honorific form 

and -si, are the correct exponents precisely when the raised possessor is honorific and the 

lower subject is not: 

(58) a. sensayngnim-kkeyse kyosil-ey *issu/kyey/-si-e
   teacher.H-NOM.H   classroom-LOC  be/be.H-H-PRS.DECL 

           ‘Teacher is in the classroom.’ 

b. sensayngnim-kkeyse swuep-i        issu/*kyey-si-e 
         teacher.H-NOM.H    class-NOM  be/be.H-H-PRS.DECL 
         ‘Teacher has class.’ 

c. halapeci-kkeyse-nun swuyem/kyeyhoyk/cha/koyangi/moca-ka/i issu/*kyey-si-ta
grandfather-NOM.H-TOP beard/plan/car/cat/hat-NOM be/be.H-H-PRS.DECL
‘Grandfather has a beard/plan/car/cat/hat.’

In (58a), where ‘teacher’ is the canonical subject NP, the only acceptable form for ‘be’ is 

kyey-si- according to rule (55e). But in (58b), where ‘teacher’ is the raised possessor, the only 

acceptable form is the non-honorific iss- combined with -si. I argue that this difference can be 

explained by treating iss/kyey-si- and cwuk/tolaka-si- as unaccusative verbs whose surface 

subjects are first base-generated as theme arguments in their complement position and then 
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raised to the canonical subject position. 

If the honorific surface subject of unaccusatives is base-generated as the theme 

complement of the verb, it would be within the c-command domain of Voice0. Then, just like 

in object honorification, the [H]-Probe on Voice0 would be able to find its Goal in the theme 

argument and receive a copy of the [H] feature. Examples (56) show, contrary to Choi and 

Harley (2019)’s predictions, that the realization of issu-si- is indeed possible when it is the 

possessor of the subject, but not the subject itself, that is specified as [H]. If cwuk/tolaka-si 

also has an unaccusative structure analogous to that of iss/kyey-si, one would expect to find 

examples in which the non-honorific form cwuk- can be realized with -si after it. This is what 

the sentences below show: 

(59) a. halapeci-kkeyse           ki-ka              cwuku-si-ess-ta 
            grandfather.H-NOM.H energy-NOM die-H-PST-DECL 
           ‘Grandfather was low on energy.’ 

b. halapeci-kkeyse            phwul-i        cwuku-si-ess-ta 
            grandfather.H-NOM.H vigor-NOM die-H-PST-DECL 
           ‘Grandfather was demoralized.’ 

c. halapeci-kkeyse            sengkyek/silyek/kam-i         mani cwuku-si-ess-ta 
           grandfather.H-NOM.H temper/skill/intuition-NOM a.lot die-H-PST-DECL 
           ‘Grandfather’s temper/skill/intuition dwindled a lot.’ 

In these examples, the [H]-valued halapeci is the possessor of the subject, which is consistent 

with my account of iss/kyey-si- that the [H]-Probe on Voice0 can only receive [H] from NPs 

in argument positions, i.e. complements (DO or the theme argument) or specifiers of 

functional projections (IO or the applicative arguments) across the event-structure spine.33 

In keeping with Burzio (1986)’s Generalization, the accusative suffix cannot be 

33 It is possible that this requirement is related to ‘abstract Case’ or ‘nominal licensing’ positions, or 
the eligibility conditions on Goals for ‘interaction’ (in Deal 2015’s terms) with the Probe. I will leave 
this issue here. 
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attached to the theme argument that raises to the subject position, nor can there be another 

accusative-bearing theme argument in addition to the subject. And given the locality 

constraint that there cannot be another [H]-argument intervening between the Probe and the 

Goal, no other argument can be Merged below Voice0 can be a potential intervener between 

Voice0 and the theme argument. Example (60) confirms both predictions: 

(60) halapeci-kkeyse/*lul           *sensayngnim-kkey/lul *kyey/tolaka-si-ess-ta 
        grandfather-NOM.H/ACC   teacher-DAT.H/ACC   be.H-die.H-H-PST-DECL 
        *‘Grandfather was/died (to) the teacher.’ 
 

 The surface subject halapeci cannot bear the accusative case, and the ungrammaticality of a 

dative-bearing argument and of the compounded cwu/tuli- shows that neither LowApplTo nor 

HighApplFor can be projected in the unaccusative structure of ‘die.’ Accordingly, I propose the 

following structure for (61): 

(61) halapeci-kkeyse         tolaka-si-ess-ta 
       grandfather-NOM.H   die.H-H-PST-DECL 

       a. [H]-Agree and raising of the theme argument 

 

 (The √-v0-Voice0 complex head formation in the lower phase has been omitted.) 
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         b. Raising of theme argument to Spec,TP and complex head formation 

 

        c. Higher-phase Spell-Out and H0-sprouting 

 

 For (58) and (59), where issu-si- and cwuku-si- are the realized forms, because the 

theme NPs themselves are not specified as [H] Agree does not take place, leaving Voice0 
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without [H]. Once the theme NPs raise to the subject position and then their possessors also 

raise, H0-sprouting is predicted to occur. If the locality domain for the allomorphy of ‘be’ and 

‘die’ were defined by the complex Voice0, [H] would be present within the domain in both 

Voice0 and the sprouted H0 node, thus ruling out the insertion of iss- and cwuk-. I propose that 

the same kinds of span-based insertion rules can successfully generate issu-si- and cwuku-si-, 

in combination with Choi and Harley (2019)’s insertion rules for the sprouted H0: 

(62) a. √BE ↔ kyeysi- / __ v0 + Voice[H]0

b. √BE ↔ iss- / elsewhere

c. √DIE ↔ tolakasi- / __ v0 + Voice[H]0

d. √DIE ↔ cwuk- / elsewhere

(63) Spell-Out rules for H0:

a. H0 ↔ ∅ / [{cwumwusi-, kyeysi-, tesi-, tolakasi- …}]

b. H0 ↔ -si / elsewhere

        (Modification of Choi and Harley 2019:1356, (64)) 

In (62a) and (62c), kyeysi- and tolakasi- are treated as monomorphemic (as do Choi and 

Harley,) and (63a) ensures that there is no double realization of -si. One reason is that *kyey- 

and *tolaka- are simply never realized without -si.  

Finally, this Agree-based account given for ‘be’ and ‘die’ clearly cannot apply to the 

verbs for ‘eat’ and ‘sleep,’ because the honorific subject of these verbs are agents that are 

Externally Merged outside the c-command domain of the Voice0 terminal node that can be 

valued as [H]. For these two verbs, Choi and Harley (2019)’s framework of node-sprouting 

and X0-based contextual allomorphy correctly predicts the realization environments of both 

the non-honorific forms mek- and ca- and the honorific forms tusi- and cwumwusi-. But I one 
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little modification to their account is necessary: Choi and Harley (2019:1342) list mek- and 

capswusi- as non-honorific and honorific forms of the same root √EAT. If mek- and capswusi- 

are suppletive forms of the same root, they would constitute a minimal pair whose only 

difference is whether or not the subject argument is specified as [H], so as to trigger H0-

sprouting. The actual use of these forms by many speakers today give evidence to the 

contrary.  

First, the use of the form capswu-, with or without -si, is largely limited to older-

generation speakers. Younger-generation speakers rarely produce capswu-, with or without -

si, if at all. For example, it would be considered inappropriate for me, a twenty-five-year-old, 

to ask an elderly stranger in Seoul the following question: 

(64) #cemsim-un capswu-si-ess-upnika?34

lunch-TOP eat-H-PST-DECL.H
          ‘Did (you) eat lunch?’ 

 Second, more importantly, capswu- can be realized without the suffix -si, even when there is 

no honorific subject: 

(65) a. appa-nun     han tengeli-lul   ttwukttak capswu-ess-ta35

            father-TOP  one piece-ACC  quickly    eat-PST-DECL 
            ‘Father ate a whole piece quickly.’ 

b. nemwu cal   capswu-ess-ta36

very     well  eat-PST-DECL
‘(I) ate very well.’

The subject ‘father’ in (65a) appears in its non-honorific form, and -si does not accompany 

34 # indicates inappropriateness in light of the norms of honorifics use. 

35 Retrieved online: (https://brunch.co.kr/@tlsqhfk22/21) 

36 Retrieved online: (https://www.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2019/03/06/2019030603261.html) 

https://brunch.co.kr/@tlsqhfk22/21
https://www.chosun.com/site/data/html_dir/2019/03/06/2019030603261.html
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capswu-. In (65b), capswu- without -si appears when the null subject is construed as first-

person, even though self-honorification is generally impossible in Korean. (64) and (65) 

suggest that capswu- and mek- are not a minimal pair differentiated by [H] on the subject.  

 Moreover, in the paragraph preceding their example (61), Choi and Harley (2019) 

describe (61) as showing the ungrammaticality of capswu- without -si when it appears as the 

lower verb in serial verb constructions: “If the -si of capswusi- is regular -si, the verb should 

surface as plain capswu-, in an honorific po-construction. In fact, this is ungrammatical, as 

illustrated in (61) below” (1355). However, (61) contains examples of the honorific verb 

cwumusi- ‘sleep’, not capswusi- ‘eat’. I will first illustrate Choi and Harley’s argument 

behind (61), then point out its applicability to tusi-, rather than capswusi-. 

 The authors first present the following example, which shows the ungrammaticality 

of -si on the lower verb of a serial-verb construction: 

(66) halapeci-kkeyse          ku  chayk-ul      ilku-*si-e   po-si-ess-ta 
        grandfather-NOM.H  that book-ACC read-H-E see-H-PST-DECL 
        ‘Grandfather tried reading that book.’ 
        (Choi and Harley 2019:1355, Example (60a)) 
 

The contextual allomorphy of subject-honorific verbs are defined by the Voice0 (v0 in Choi 

and Harley’s framework) in the head complex that contains the verbs, which means that H0 is 

within the locality domain for suppletion once it is sprouted at Voice0. If the -si in suppletive 

verbs is part of the monomorphemic exponent of the verb (e.g. cwumwusi-) and not the 

realization of a separate terminal node, verbs like cwumwusi- should be acceptable as the 

lower verb of a serial construction, even though the verb is not structurally adjacent to the 

sprouted H0-node. By contrast, if “regular -si” (the realization of the H0 node itself that 

follows non-suppletive verbs) is not structurally adjacent  Because the insertion of the 

honorific form of a suppletive verb  According to their account, if the -si that attaches to non-
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suppletive verbs such as ilku- ‘read’ is the same individual morpheme when appears in 

suppletive verbs, the presence of -si in a suppletive lower verb should also be ungrammatical. 

That is, if the suppletive verb and -si are separate, when the lower verb has an honorific form, 

it should only be able to occur without -si, just like (66) above. On the other hand, if the 

honorific forms of suppletive verbs are monomorphemic including -si, it should be available 

even as the lower verb of a serial construction: 

(67) halapeci-kkeyse          pang-ey-se            cwumusi-/*cwumwu-e po-si-ess-ta 
        grandfather-NOM.H  room-LOC-LOC   sleep.H/sleep-E           see-H-PST-DECL 
        ‘Grandfather tried sleeping in the room.’ 
        (Choi and Harley 2019:1355, Example (61a)) 

The above example shows that the authors’ prediction is borne out for cwumu-si-. In fact, the 

same diagnostic applies equally for kyeysi-, tolakasi-: while there can be issu-si- and cwuk-si- 

with -si, there can never be *kyey- and *tolaka- without it (as discussed in my analysis of 

honorific po-compounds the exponence of kyeysi- and tolakasi- as the lower verb of a po-

compound would not be problematic according to the span-based insertion rules that target 

the lower and the higher roots together.) I thus continue to follow their argument that subject-

honorific allomorphs are indeed monomorphemic. 

However, an analogous example including capswu-si- shows that it patterns 

differently than cwumwusi-: 

(68) halapeci-kkeyse            koki-ul       capswu-e po-si-ess-ta
grandfather.H-NOM.H  meat-ACC eat-E       see-H-PST-DECL
‘Grandfather tried eating the meat.’

(68) is acceptable even without -si., which suggests that capswu-si- is not suppletive. I argue,

therefore, that capswu- and mek- are realizations of different roots, rather than suppletive 

forms of the same root with a minimal difference in the presence of absence of a [H] feature 
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on the subject.37 

Finally, for the expression of ‘eat’ when an honorific subject is present, tusi- is far 

more productive than capswu-si-. First and foremost, neither mek- and tusi- is synonymous 

with the non-idiosyncratic meaning of the English verb eat: 

(69) a. halapeci-kkeyse             cemsim/satang/kimchi-lul tusi-ess-ta 
 grandfather.H-NOM.H   lunch/candy/kimchi-ACC eat.H-PST-DECL 

            ‘Grandfather ate lunch/candy/kimchi.’ 

b. halapeci-kkeyse            socwu/wuywu/cwusu-lul   tusi-ess-ta 
            grandfather.H-NOM.H   soju/milk/juice-ACC        drink.H-PST-DECL 

       ‘Grandfather drank soju/milk/juice.’ 

(70) a. chinkwu-ka     cemsim/satang/kimchi-lul   mek-ess-ta
 friend-NOM   lunch/candy/kimchi-ACC  eat-PST-DECL 

            ‘(My) friend ate lunch/candy/kimchi.’ 

b. chinkwu-ka     socwu/wuywu/cwusu-lul   mek-ess-ta
            friend-NOM   soju/milk/juice-ACC         drink-PST-DECL 
            ‘(My) friend drank soju/milk/juice.’ 

Both mek- and tusi- can mean either ‘eat’ or ‘drink’, although there is an additional verb 

masi- ‘drink’ for non-honorific subjects. (As far as native-speaker intuition goes, tusi- is 

produced whenever a speaker would have used mek- had the subject been non-honorific, 

which is not the case for capswu-si-.) Moreover, *tu- can never appear without -si in the 

37 Finally, the generalization that -si is ungrammatical in the lower verb of a serial verb construction is 
not always true, even when the lower verb is non-suppletive (although -si is indeed absent on the 
lower verb most of the time.) Ahn (2017:64) gives the following examples: 

(i) ?emeni-nun      cinakanun salam-eykey kil-ul  mule-si-e po-si-ess-ta 
     mother.H-TOP passing     person-DAT way-ACC ask-H-E  see-H-PST-DECL 
     ‘Mother tried asking a passerby for the way.’ 

(ii) ?pay-ka            mopsi kopu-si-e            po-si-n       kyenghem-i   iss-upnika? 
     stomach-NOM  very   be.hungry-H-E  see-H-PFV experience-NOM be-Q.H 
     ‘Have (you) had an experience (in which) (your) stomach (was) hungry?’ 
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lower position of serial verb constructions, just like all other attested honorific suppletive 

allomorphs. I therefore argue that tusi- is the true honorific allomorph of mek- and conclude 

by listing the updated insertion rules relevant for subject-honorific verbs. I will notate the 

root for mek- and tusi- as √CONSUME rather than √EAT. 

(71) a. √BE ↔ kyeysi- / __ v0 + Voice[H]0

b. √BE ↔ iss- / elsewhere

c. √DIE ↔ tolakasi- / __ v0 + Voice[H]0

d. √DIE ↔ cwuk- / elsewhere

e. √CONSUME ↔ tusi- / [[ ___ ] … H0]

f. √CONSUME ↔ mek- / elsewhere

g. √SLEEP ↔ cwumwusi- / [[ ___ ] … H0]

h. √SLEEP ↔ ca- / elsewhere

i. H0 ↔ ∅ / [{cwumwusi-, kyeysi-, tusi-, tolakasi-}]

j. H0 ↔ -si / elsewhere

Taken together, the above rules show that Merchant (2015)’s span-based rules apply to 

exactly those contexts which involve [H]-Agree (i.e. object-honorific and unaccusative 

verbs,) whereas Choi and Harley (2019)’s locality principles apply exactly to the ones that do 

not involve [H]-Agree. Therefore, object-honorific verbs and subject-honorific verbs have 

different syntactic processes and different conditions for Vocabulary Insertion. 
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6. Can object honorification be interpreted compositionally?

In a Minimalist and DM-based framework that adopts some version of the so-called 

Y-model of language, in which syntactically computed structures are transferred to the

components that have been called Logical Form and Phonetic Form, whether or not a given 

morphological phenomenon is syntactic per se or postsyntactic has implications for the 

interface between syntax, morphology, and semantics. In particular, if [H]-Agree takes place 

syntactically, the [H] feature copied into Voice0 is part of the input to LF, the component 

traditionally regarded as responsible for semantic interpretation. The presence [H] on Voice0 

as part of the hierarchical structure visible at LF raises the question of whether inter-

argumental object honorifics can be interpreted compositionally. In this section, I suggest 

some possibilities for incorporating object honorifics into the semantic composition of 

syntactic constituents, while acknowledging the many challenges that remain. 

Honorifics as a whole has been treated semantically (Potts and Kawahara 2004, Potts 

2006, Kim and Sells 2007, McCready 2014, 2019) as expressive or performative expressions 

belonging to a different ‘dimension’ with its own domain of composition that is anchored to 

the discourse context and independent of truth-conditional meaning. Insofar as honorifics is 

to be considered on an equal footing as other discourse-related expressive lexical items such 

as bastard, the realization of an honorific marker would be a matter of pragmatically-

determined lexical choice, rather than some form of morphosyntactic agreement sensitive to 

hierarchical structures and abstract features. Indeed, an attempt to give a compositional 

account of object honorification at the same level as event- and argument-structures faces 

challenges. On the one hand, if the Voice0 head is the introducer of the external argument 

‘severed’ from the rest of the argument structure, it would not know which arguments are 

present until Event Identification. How, then, can Voice0 accurately pick out which argument 
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is to be the target of honorification? On the other hand, given that object honorification is 

necessarily directed from the external argument, how can the structure right below Voice0 

encode the honorific relation as a two-place predicate before Event Identification with 

Voice0? Therefore, any attempt to assign object-honorific verbs a purely compositional 

semantics faces these two problems: Voice0 has to anticipate HG, and the structure 

immediately below has to anticipate HS.  

I test two alternative approaches towards a compositional interpretation of object 

honorification, while stressing that both are introductory speculations that impose some 

undesirable requirements and leave much room for improvement. Because I have adopted 

Pylkännen (2008)’s system of applicatives for dative-marked indirect objects as well as 

benefactive arguments in cwu-compounds, I will base my hypotheses on her Neo-

Davidsonian approach that includes Kratzer (1996)’s Event Identification. In the first 

approach, the valuation of [H] on Voice0 introduces to Voice0 a set of ‘instructions’ for 

accurately identifying the HG argument, while all constituents below Voice0 are derived as 

though honorification were absent. In the second, both the [H]-valued Voice0 and every 

constituent below that c-commands the [H]-valued NP undergo typeshifting. I will use the 

sentence (72b) as the test example for my hypothesis: 

(72) a. Mina-ka        Inho-lul      poa-cwu-ess-ta 
    Mina-NOM  Inho-ACC  see-give-PST-DECL 
  ‘Mina saw Inho for Inho’s sake.’ 

b. Mina-ka        sensayngnim-lul poa-tuli-ess-ta 
           Mina-NOM  teacher-ACC      see-give.H-PST-DECL 
           ‘Mina saw teacher for teacher’s sake.’ 

In this sentence, the accusative-marked direct object is also the high applicative argument. I 

first give the semantic composition of (72a) without honorification. Since it is v0 rather than 
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the root itself that selects complements in my analysis, I will treat the complex head √-v0 as 

receiving the Neo-Davidsonian semantics together. Similarly, since the high applicative cwu- 

does not add any meaning other than the ‘for the sake of’ reading of its argument, I will 

assign the definition in (45) to the √-v0-HighApplFor
0 complex. The underlines indicate the 

points of derivation immediately after Even Identification has been applied. 

(73) Event structure of (72a)
Mina-ka        Inho-lul      poa-cwu-ess-ta
Mina-NOM  Inho-ACC  see-give-PST-DECL

I will now consider alternative ways in which the honorification of ‘teacher’ in (72b) can be 

incorporated into the compositional structure above. I start by informally defining the object-

honorific predicate H as follows: 

(74) Object-honorific predicate H

⟦H(a, b)⟧ = b is of higher social status than a
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The goal is now to include the predicate H(Mina, teacher) into the compositional semantics. 

In the first hypothesis, when it undergoes Agree and receives a copy of [H], Voice0 also 

receives a compositionally inactive set of instructions for correctly identifying the first 

argument of H: 

(75) Hypothesis 1 

       a. Voice0, before (or without) [H]-Agree 
            λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) 

        b. Voice0, after [H]-Agree 
             λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ ∃y.[[for(e, y) ∨ (¬∃w.for(e, w) ∧ ∃z.to-the-possession(z, y)  
              ∨ (¬∃u.for(e, u) ∧ ¬∃w.¬∃z.to-the-possession(z, w) ∧ theme(e, y))] ∧ H(x, y)] 
 

In this hypothesis, the third conjunct, although it is existentially closed, contains a set of 

instructions for picking out the appropriate HG argument, based on the locality constraints of 

[H]-Agree by which the u[H] Probe locates its Goal in the order of HighAppl, LowAppl, and 

the direct object. (That is, if there is a high applicative argument, then that argument is the 

target of honorification (HG); if there is no high applicative but there is a low applicative, 

then the low applicative argument is HG; if there is neither kind of applicatives, then the 

theme argument is HG.) The process of locating HG semantically would be part of Event 

Identification at Voice0, without any change the semantic types of the constituents involved. 

Up to the point of Event Identification at Voice0, the composition of (72b) would be identical 

to that of (72a) given in (73). The structure after Event Identification is given below: 

(76) Voice0 in (72b), based on (75) 

 λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ∧ for(e, teacher) ∧  
 ∃y.[[for(e, y) ∨ (¬∃w.for(e, w) ∧ ∃z.to-the-possession(z, y)  
              ∨ (¬∃u.for(e, u) ∧ ¬∃w.¬∃z.to-the-possession(z, w) ∧ theme(e, y))] ∧ H(x, y)] 
 

Once the above structure is constructed, then the instructions miraculously identify that there 

is a high applicative argument and yield the following structure, right before combining with 
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the agent:  

(77) Voice0 in (72b), after HG identification 

        λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ∧ for(e, teacher) ∧ H(x, teacher) 
 

The problem with this hypothesis, of course, is that it gives no compositional explanation for 

exactly how this identification of HG can take place. While there are no additional semantic 

types involved compared with Kratzer (1996)’s original Event Identification, the conjunct 

consisting of instructions forces the HG-identification process to drift further away from 

direct compositionality. Another alternative is to modify Even Identification itself and add a 

λ-operator to Voice[H]0: 

(78) Hypothesis 2 

       a. Voice0, before (or without) [H]-Agree 
            λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) 

        b. Voice0, after [H]-Agree 
             λy.λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ [for(e, y) ∨ (¬∃w.for(e, w) ∧ ∃z.to-the-possession(z, y)  
              ∨ (¬∃u.for(e, u) ∧ ¬∃w.¬∃z.to-the-possession(z, w) ∧ theme(e, y))] ∧ H(x, y)] 
 

In this case, Event Identification would be redefined as the combination of types ⟨e,⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩⟩                        

and ⟨s,t⟩ to yield ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩, and it would again have to consist of a magical series of 

elimination of the irrelevant disjuncts as well as the β-reduction of λy: 

(79) Voice0 in (72b), based on (78) 

        λy.λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ∧ for(e, teacher) ∧  
         [for(e, y) ∨ (¬∃w.for(e, w) ∧ ∃z.to-the-possession(z, y)  
        ∨ (¬∃u.for(e, u) ∧ ¬∃w.¬∃z.to-the-possession(z, w) ∧ theme(e, y))] ∧ H(x, y)](teacher) 

        = 

       λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ∧ for(e, teacher) ∧  
         [for(e, teacher) ∨ (¬∃w.for(e, w) ∧ ∃z.to-the-possession(z, y)  
        ∨ (¬∃u.for(e, u) ∧ ¬∃w.¬∃z.to-the-possession(z, w) ∧ theme(e, y))]  
        ∧ H(x, teacher)] 
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      = 

       λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ∧ for(e, teacher) ∧ H(x, teacher) 

(79) is hardly more compositional than (76) in that the structure following Event

Identification must by some unexplained process correctly combine with the right argument 

that corresponds to one of the disjuncts in the instruction set. 

The third and final hypothesis modifies both Voice0 and all the constituents from the first 

point at which the honorific object is combined up to Voice0: 

(80) Hypothesis 3

a. Voice0, before (or without) [H]-Agree
λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x)

b. Voice0, after [H]-Agree
λy.λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ H(x, y)

c. Verb V without LowAppl, combined with an honorific theme h
λe.λx.V(e) ∧ theme(e, h) ∧ H(x, h)

d. LowAppl combined with theme a and honorific IO h
λf.λe.λx.f(e, a) ∧ theme(e, a) ∧ to(a, h) ∧ H(x, h)

e. Verb V combined with LowAppl with theme a and honorific IO h
λe.λx.V(e, a) ∧ theme(e, a) ∧ to(a, h) ∧ H(x, h)

f. Event Identification for HighApplFor.
⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ = ⟨e,⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩⟩

g. Combination rule for any adverbial adjuncts or prepositional phrases in between the
applicatives and Voice0

⟨⟨s,t⟩,⟨s,t⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ = ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩

h. Event Identification for Voice[H]0

⟨e,⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩⟩ + ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ = ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩

In short, as soon as the honorific object has been combined, the predicate H is introduced and 

⟨s,t⟩ changes to ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ once all the arguments have been combined, the modification rules 

above continue to yield a constituent of ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ all the way up to the final Event 
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Identification at Voice0, at which point the honorific object is identified and applied. A step-

by-step composition of (72b) based on the rules above is as follows: 

(81) Composition of (72b), based on (80)

Mina-ka sensayngnim-lul poa-tuli-ess-ta
‘Mina saw teacher for teacher’s sake.’

(1) teacher: teacher ⟨e⟩ 

(2) V + honorific theme (80c)
see teacher: λe.λx.seeing(e) ∧ H(x, teacher) ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ 

(3) HighAppl0: λx.λe.for(e, x) ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩ 

(4) Event Identification (80f):
λx.λe.λy.seeing(e) ∧ theme(e, teacher)

∧ for(e, x) ∧ H(y, teacher)               ⟨e,⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩⟩ 

(5) HighAppl0 after combining with benefactive argument:
λe.λy.seeing(e) ∧ theme(e, teacher)

∧ for(e, teacher) ∧ H(y, teacher)    ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩ 

(6) Voice0, before [H]-Agree: λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x)         ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩ 

(7) Voice0, after [H]-Agree (80b):
λy.λx.λe.g(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ H(x, y)               ⟨e,⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩⟩ 

(8) Event Identification for Voice[H]0 (80h):
λx.λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, x) ∧ theme(e, teacher) ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩ 

∧ for(e, teacher) ∧ H(x, teacher) 

(9) Mina: Mina ⟨e⟩ 

(10) Mina see teacher for teacher:
λe.seeing(e) ∧ agent(e, Mina) ∧ theme(e, teacher)  ⟨e,⟨s,t⟩⟩

∧ for(e, teacher) ∧ H(Mina, teacher) 

The first time that the honorific argument ‘teacher’ combines with another syntactic object is 

when it becomes the theme argument for ‘see’ at (81-2), which results in the verb-

complement pair of type ⟨⟨s,t⟩,e⟩. Now that an honorific object argument has been combined, 

all subsequent constituent combinations must undergo type change by means of the special 

rules in (80d-g). The conceptual challenge that these rules face, not to mention their ad hoc 
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character, is that the constituents below Voice0 ‘anticipate’ the agent even before the 

introduction of the agent variable, as soon as an honorific object is combined. This section 

provides less a feasible proposal for a solution than an attempt to identify of the problem of 

compositionally representing object honorification. Whichever hypothesis takes the most 

feasible direction, deeper investigation is required. 
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7. Conclusion

The goal of this thesis was to contribute to a deeper understanding of Korean 

honorifics by focusing on the relatively under-studied phenomenon of object honorification 

on verbs. Object-honorific verbs differ from subject-honorific ones in that they are always 

inter-argumental, and that they have no special inflectional morpheme that can be 

productively inserted but can only express honorification through suppletion. Although very 

few verbs have honorific suppletion in themselves, the availability of serial verb 

constructions in which the ‘higher,’ less-embedded verbs do have honorific forms (cwu-

compounds and, to a much more limited extent, po-compounds) allows object honorification 

to be a productive phenomenon. I have treated cwu-compounds as a high applicative 

projection whose argument receives a benefactive interpretation. 

Given that objects, unlike subjects, are not in a syntactic position that c-commands 

the verbal complex, I have pointed out that accounts of verb honorifics where the honorific 

nominal argument must c-command the verb applies to subject-honorific but not to object-

honorific verbs. Instead, I proposed a syntactic Agree operation in which the Probe u[H] on 

Voice0 receives a copy of [H] from the Goal, which is the structurally closest honorific 

nominal within the c-command domain of the Probe.  

I have also illustrated that it is Merchant (2015)’s theory of contextual allomorphy 

based on spans—roughly, series of adjacent terminal nodes—that correctly predicts the 

realization forms of object-honorific verbs under my syntactic proposal, and that it is 

compatible with Choi and Harley (2019)’s X0-based locality domain for subject-honorific 

verbs. In addition, I have argued that the suppletive verbs iss/kyeysi- and cwuk/tolakasi- 

should be treated as unaccusative verbs that enter into Agree with the honorific nominals in 

their lower complement position, in order to account for the possible co-occurrence of the 
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non-honorific forms iss- and cwuk- with the subject-honorific morpheme -si when the 

honorific argument is the possessor of the nominative subject. Finally, I considered three 

tentative hypotheses for a compositional interpretation of object honorification, noting the 

conceptual challenges that arise.  

If an Agree-based approach to object honorification proves to be an acceptable 

hypothesis across languages that do display such phenomena, the operation Agree would not 

be limited to person, gender, and number features, raising interesting questions on the 

concept of φ-features. Lastly, if my hypothesis for the coexistence of span-based insertion 

rules for object-honorific verbs and X0-based rules for subject-honorific verbs can be 

confirmed further, Korean may present an interesting case in which one language can have 

more than one kind of locality domain for the realization of different morphological items.  

Lastly, there remains an abundance of empirical data that I have set aside. It has been 

assumed in this thesis that nominals simply enter the syntactic derivation with or without the 

feature [H]; in the kind of Minimalist framework I have adopted, the process of Numeration 

is responsible for whether a given argument is honorific. However, because a subject can only 

be honorific from the perspective of the contextual speaker, and an object can only be 

honorific from the perspective of the subject, one must ask whether the feature [H] is 

assigned to a nominal at each utterance or encoded in the lexical item itself. Moreover, it 

remains to be seen whether it is only an accident that only the nominative and the dative 

suffixes have honorific forms, while all other thematic and discourse-related suffixes, 

including the accusative, do not. These phenomena will have to be examined together in 

order to arrive at a comprehensive view of Korean argument honorifics (let alone addressee 

honorifics.) 
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